Al Qaeda and its jihadi allies pose a large threat to U.S. national security. Such a grave menace requires a strong response. Yet the United States has so far waged only a one-dimensional war against al Qaeda, fighting hard on one front when it should be fighting on four. Specifically, the Bush administration has focused heavily on an offensive campaign against al Qaeda overseas while neglecting three other critical fronts: bolstering homeland defense, securing weapons and materials of mass destruction from possible theft or purchase by terrorists, and winning the war of ideas. And the administration has sometimes done too little even on the offensive, instead diverting itself into a costly and counterproductive sideshow in Iraq. The public credits President Bush for toughness on terror. In fact, his administration has pursued a half-hearted war on terror, failing to devote the political and financial resources it requires.
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Al Qaeda and its jihadi allies continue to pose a large threat to the United States. The U.S. ouster of Afghanistan’s Taliban government in 2001 and 2002 cost al Qaeda its base and severed its leadership from its operatives and resources across the globe. But al Qaeda has dealt with these setbacks by morphing into a decentralized but highly potent movement that remains capable of great destruction.
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And great destruction is what al Qaeda likely intends. Al Qaeda’s leaders have sought to obtain weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in the past, and their rhetoric suggests that they would use these weapons if they had them. In 1998, Osama Bin Laden proclaimed that “to kill Americans . . . civilian and military—is an individual duty for every Muslim who can do it in any country in which it is possible.” A former al Qaeda press spokesman, Suleiman Abu Ghaith, even claimed that al Qaeda had a right to kill 4 million Americans, including 2 million children.

Such a grave menace requires a strong response. Yet the United States has so far waged only a one-dimensional war against al Qaeda, fighting hard on one front when it should be fighting on four. Specifically, the Bush administration has focused heavily on an offensive campaign against al Qaeda overseas while neglecting three other critical fronts: bolstering homeland defense, securing weapons and materials of mass destruction from possible theft or purchase by terrorists, and winning the war of ideas. And the administration has sometimes lost focus and done too little on the one front where it has been fighting, partly because it diverted itself into a costly and counterproductive sideshow in Iraq. The public credits President Bush for toughness on terror. In fact, however, his administration has pursued a half-hearted war on terror, failing to devote the political and financial resources it requires.

---

**The United States has so far waged only a one-dimensional war against al Qaeda, fighting hard on one front when it should be fighting on four.**

---

The United States waged its great wars in the past on every relevant front: military, economic, political, and ideational. During World War II, the United States mobilized its diplomatic and economic power, as well as its military power, to defeat the Axis powers. It also waged a forceful propaganda war to bring the world to its side, even using the talent of Hollywood. And it put large effort into postwar programs aimed at bringing former enemy societies to a soft landing. During the cold war, the United States again used economic power (through the Marshall Plan, the Alliance for Progress, and other efforts), waged an intense war of ideas through the U.S. Information Agency and other activities, and mobilized great American military power.

The U.S. war against al Qaeda should likewise be waged on every relevant front with all needed resources. Other policies should be oriented to serve this effort and be judged in part on their contribution to it. Distractions and diversions
should be avoided. The United States should do this because al Qaeda is the greatest threat that the United States now faces, and failure to defeat it could bring immense calamity.

Front Number 1: The Offensive

The Bush administration has focused its efforts on denying al Qaeda sanctuaries overseas—by destroying or deterring regimes that shelter al Qaeda—and on rolling up al Qaeda’s global organization through intelligence and police work. The centerpiece of this offensive was the 2001 invasion of Afghanistan and the ousting of its radical Taliban regime, which had sheltered al Qaeda in exchange for millions of dollars.

The ouster of the Taliban was an important success. It denied al Qaeda secure access to large training bases and destroyed the capacity of al Qaeda’s leaders to communicate with their worldwide network by putting these leaders on the run. Al Qaeda’s Afghan training bases fueled its vast growth in the late 1990s by allowing the group to produce thousands of highly motivated jihadis. The loss of these bases was a heavy blow to al Qaeda. Likewise, al Qaeda’s ability to conduct intercontinental operations was much reduced by its leaders’ isolation. Thus, the destruction of the Taliban regime was a major gain for the United States.

Yet even this offensive element of the Bush strategy did not fully succeed because it was underresourced and sometimes poorly led. American forces in Afghanistan had a good chance to destroy the al Qaeda top command at the battle of Tora Bora in late 2001 but bungled the battle, allowing their escape. A later operation, Anaconda, also ended in disappointment, arguably because insufficient American forces were committed. And ensuing allied efforts to stabilize Afghanistan were half-hearted: needed security and economic aid were not provided. As a result the new Afghan government, led by Hamid Karzai, has failed to stabilize the country, and al Qaeda and its Taliban allies have reestablished a strong presence in southern and eastern Afghanistan.\(^5\) Pakistan, Afghanistan’s eastern neighbor, also remains unstable and unable to police its Northwest Frontier Province, allowing al Qaeda free run of the area. The Bush administration has failed to move aggressively to end the Kashmir conflict, which fuels the Islamic radicalism that gives al Qaeda an opening in Pakistan. In short, the Bush administration has failed to stabilize both Afghanistan and Pakistan, leaving al Qaeda room to operate in both.

Things have also deteriorated in Somalia, where radical Islamists with ties to al Qaeda have gained control of Mogadishu after defeating U.S.-backed warlords in June 2006.

The weakness of the Bush administration’s offensive against al Qaeda stems partly from the administration’s decision to attack Saddam Hussein’s Iraq in 2003. The Iraq war diverted needed resources away from the war on al Qaeda.\(^6\) These diverted resources include management talent, intelligence assets, military forces, lots of money, and political capital at home and abroad. For example, operation Anaconda in Afghanistan failed partly because needed U.S. troops were withheld from the battle to conserve them for the coming war with Iraq.\(^7\)
In warfare, one should concentrate on the most dangerous threat first. Al Qaeda posed a far greater threat than Saddam’s Iraq and should have taken top priority. Although the Bush administration has implied otherwise, Saddam and al Qaeda had no operational ties and did not work in concert against the United States. Hence, ousting Saddam was a pure diversion from the war against al Qaeda.

The U.S. attack on Iraq, bungled as it was, also inflamed the Muslim world against the United States. This has helped al Qaeda to recruit and to find friendly places to hide. U.S. forces in Iraq have disastrously been drawn into a counterinsurgency campaign. Nothing looks worse on television than counterinsurgency. It is inherently brutal and cruel. By falling into the role of counterinsurgent in Iraq, the Bush administration has created a broad political disaster, damaging America’s position far beyond Iraq and giving al Qaeda a big boost. Thus, while parts of the Bush administration’s offensive against al Qaeda have succeeded, the sideshow in Iraq has undercut this effort, serving overall to strengthen al Qaeda while weakening U.S. efforts against it. There must be no further diversions from the campaign against the main enemy—the al Qaeda network and its jihadi allies. For example, a military confrontation with Syria, or Iran, or both—urged by some in Washington—would be a grave mistake.

Bottom line: even on the offensive, its favored mission, the Bush team has shown an uncertain hand and deviated counterproductively from its objective.

Front Number 2: The Defensive

The Bush administration’s homeland defense effort has large holes. Funding, leadership, and institutional reforms have all been inadequate. Homeland security funding has increased since the attack of September 11, 2001, but much more remains to be done. The FBI has yet to make the transition from a crime-solving to a terror-preventing agency. Likewise, reforms of the broader U.S. intelligence community, which is the key to victory in counterterrorism, have not been adequately implemented. For example, the U.S. government still has no single, coordinated watch list of terror suspects. Such a tool is a basic and essential tool of counterterrorism. Yet the United States instead maintains several different watch lists, feeding confusion among security personnel on the front lines. The CIA has been damaged by a campaign against CIA employees who were deemed unfriendly to the Bush administration. This campaign caused an exodus of able officers from the agency.

U.S. efforts to disrupt terrorist financing have been stymied by infighting among U.S. government agencies. State Department and Treasury Department officials cannot even agree on who should lead the counterfinancing effort.

Local police, fire departments, and public health labs have not been effectively integrated into homeland security, although they have a key role as likely emergency first-responders to attack. No portion of the broadcast spectrum is
reserved for emergencies so that these players can communicate with one another if and when an attack occurs.\textsuperscript{17}

Many U.S. domestic vulnerabilities remain unaddressed. The borders of the United States are still essentially open, offering easy entry to terrorists. U.S. nuclear reactors and chemical plants remain vulnerable and inviting targets for terrorists. Clever attacks on these reactors and plants could cause immense damage, killing tens of thousands or more. U.S. railroad security remains porous, allowing the possibility of an attack on trains carrying lethal chemicals that could again kill tens or hundreds of thousands.\textsuperscript{18} U.S. ports remain open to devastating attack. U.S. biodefenses have been strengthened, but the United States remains vulnerable to bioterror. U.S. insurance laws governing terrorist incidents give businesses little incentive to harden their infrastructure against an attack. Instead of distributing the most funds to places that are most at risk of attack, U.S. funding for homeland security often goes to low-priority pork barrel projects in places represented by greedy and irresponsible members of Congress.\textsuperscript{19}

At this point, homeland security is more a palliative to public fear than a real security program.

This situation reflects the administration’s decision to focus its efforts on the offensive while doing only enough on homeland security to give the appearance of action. At this point, homeland security is more a palliative to public fear than a real security program.

Front Number 3: Securing Weapons of Mass Destruction

Vast amounts of nuclear and biological weapons and materials remain poorly secured in the former Soviet Union and elsewhere. Enough nuclear materials remain unsecured in Russia to make tens of thousands of Hiroshima-sized atomic bombs. Many Soviet nuclear and biological weapons scientists also remain underpaid or unemployed, ripe for hiring by terrorists. Presidents George H. W. Bush, Bill Clinton, and George W. Bush have all failed to move strongly to lock down these materials and scientists. The United States spends only some $1.3 billion per year on the project (through the Cooperative Threat Reduction Initiative, or CTR) and will not have it finished for years.\textsuperscript{20} The CTR program lacks a strong,
visible leader who can make things happen in Washington and Moscow. Amazingly, in the two years after 9/11, no more loose nuclear weapons and materials were secured than in the two years prior—a testament to the Bush administration’s inattention to the problem.\textsuperscript{21} Duck and cover! This policy lapse is among the worst failures of government in modern times.\textsuperscript{22}

Funding for CTR should be tripled. And a strong political figure—a James Baker–type—should be put in charge of the effort. The president should empower this leader to use the full array of American carrots and sticks to persuade Russia’s President Putin to agree and implement a deal on securing nuclear materials and scientists. It should be made clear to Putin that such a deal is America’s prime objective in U.S.-Russian relations.

A strong-handed approach should also be taken toward securing WMD around the rest of the world, including poorly secured nuclear materials in Pakistan and in scores of research reactors elsewhere. During the cold war, the United States unwisely dispersed enough nuclear material to make perhaps one thousand nuclear bombs to forty-three countries around the world, starting in the 1950s and ending in 1988. The U.S. government has since made only lackadaisical efforts to recover these immensely dangerous materials, which are ripe for theft or illicit purchase by terrorists.\textsuperscript{23} These materials must be secured immediately.\textsuperscript{24}

Front Number 4: The War of Ideas

To defeat al Qaeda, the United States must reach a modus vivendi with the wider Muslim world. The Islamist jihadi movement from which al Qaeda grows must be reduced, isolated, and drained of energy. This requires changing the terms of debate in the Muslim world, channeling discussion in less hostile directions.

To do this, the United States must develop and use its power to persuade and its power to make peace. The jihadis feed on political and historical myths and lies. They also exploit anger stemming from political and social realities in the Middle East, especially the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. These myths must be dispelled by strong U.S. public diplomacy, and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict must be dampened by a strong new U.S. push for peace. The United States should also push to end other conflicts that al Qaeda exploits. Al Qaeda feeds on war; the United States should stand for peace and promote peace.

\textit{Public diplomacy.} The recruiting narrative used by al Qaeda and other jihadi movements is a tissue of historical fabrications and half-truths. It portrays the past century as a period of vast unprovoked one-way violence by the United States and other non-Muslim states against a benign Muslim world that was innocent of wrongdoing. If this narrative were true, it would indeed justify Muslim rage. The crimes of the West would cry out for a punishing response.

But violence has in fact run both ways between non-Muslims and Muslims. Western states have committed great cruelties, including horrific barbarism by
France, Britain, and Italy in their efforts to subdue colonies in Algeria, Libya, Iraq, and elsewhere; the 1953 U.S. coup in Iran; and a cynical U.S. policy toward Afghanistan during 1989 to 1992 that left it in flames. On the other hand, Muslim Sudan has slaughtered 2 million non-Muslim South Sudanese since 1983, and Sudan supported the murderous Lord’s Resistance Army in Uganda. 25 Muslim Indonesia murdered 200,000 Christian East Timorese during 1975 to 2000 and 400,000 to 500,000 of its non-Muslim Chinese minority in 1965. Muslim Turkey massacred 600,000 to 1,500,000 Christian Armenians in 1895 and 1915 in one of the great genocides of modern times. 26 Thus, the true recent history of Muslim–non-Muslim relations is one of great crimes committed by both sides. Both should confess their crimes, hang their heads in shame, and ask forgiveness. Muslims have spilled vast amounts of non-Muslim blood, likely giving as well as they have gotten.

Muslims, especially the Islamist extremists, also have much Muslim blood on their own hands. These crimes include the slaughter of several hundred thousand Muslims in Darfur by Sudan’s Islamist government since 2003; the killing of many thousands of Afghan Muslims by the Taliban during its bloody rule; and the killing of tens of thousands of Algerian Muslims by the violent Algerian Islamist movement, the Armed Islamic Group (GIA), during 1992 to 1998. These crimes put the lie to extreme Islamists’ claims of concern for the welfare of fellow Muslims. The Islamists should atone for these crimes before demanding vengeance for the crimes of others against Muslims.

Yet all of these Muslim crimes are forgotten in the al Qaeda self-innocence narrative. In that narrative, Muslims appear only as victims, never as perpetrators. The crimes of Muslims against Muslims and non-Muslims alike are airbrushed from memory. And instead of remembering their own crimes, the Islamists invent unreal Western crimes. In the jihadi narrative, the U.S. interventions in Somalia (1992 to 1994), Bosnia (1995), and Kosovo (1999) are painted as violent predations against Muslim populations. This portrayal grossly distorts the historical record. The United States made serious mistakes in these interventions, but it intervened in each case to assist Muslims, not to harm them. Its interventions in Bosnia and Kosovo ended Serb violence against those Muslim populations, and its intervention in Somalia saved more than forty thousand Muslim Somali lives. 27

In short, the al Qaeda/jihadi narrative rests on very shaky historical ground. It leaves much to debate and correct. Muslim rage would be deflated if Muslims understood this. But U.S. efforts to correct the record are half-hearted. The books, articles, and media products one would expect to be produced in a serious war of ideas are not appearing. Missing are the books in Middle East languages with vivid photos and personal histories that document the great crimes and follies of the radical Islamist governments in Afghanistan during 1996 to 2001, Sudan since 1983, and Iran since 1979. These governments are Islamist religious tyrannies of the kind Bin Laden seeks to foster elsewhere. They are laboratories where Bin Laden’s social program has been tried and failed. Muslims would be more skeptical of Bin Laden’s program if they knew this. The Bush administration should spread the word, but it has not.
Missing are films of interviews with the hundreds of African victims maimed by al Qaeda’s 1998 bombings of U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. Missing are films on the great suffering of al Qaeda’s many Muslim victims. A handful of filmmakers could produce these quickly, but the administration is not interested.

The administration has replaced successful older public information programs with newer programs that have underperformed. Specifically, the administration shut down the Voice of America Arab language service to focus instead on creating two new electronic media outlets (Radio Sawa, a radio network aimed at youth, and Alhurra, a satellite TV news channel) and on three new State Department public diplomacy initiatives aimed at the Muslim world—a media ad campaign, a youth magazine, and a set of exchange programs. But Radio Sawa and Alhurra have not been effective, and by 2006 all three new State Department initiatives had been largely suspended or terminated.28

\[T\]he al Qaeda/jihadi narrative rests on very shaky historical ground. It leaves much to debate and correct. Muslim rage would be deflated if Muslims understood this.

U.S. public diplomacy is failing because the Bush team has put only scant resources into it. In fiscal year (FY) 2003, the U.S. government spent only some $1.14 billion on the public diplomacy function,29 and in FY 2005 it spent barely more than $1.3 billion.\(^{30}\) Only $150 million of the State Department’s FY 2003 public diplomacy money was spent in Muslim-majority countries.\(^{31}\) These are paltry sums relative to the task at hand.

U.S. public diplomacy efforts have also been poorly led. The first post-9/11 director of the State Department Office of Public Diplomacy, Charlotte Beers, was a poor fit for the job. Its second director, Margaret Tutwiler, left after a brief tour of duty. Its third leader, Karen Hughes, is able but was allowed to defer her arrival for months while the job sat empty. This musical-chairs leadership reflects a failure by the Bush team to put priority on waging a forceful war of ideas.

This failure of public diplomacy reflects the Bush administration’s macho approach to foreign policy. It believes that friends abroad are won by using the mailed fist and the mailed fist alone. Allies are gained by instilling fear, not respect. The Caligula theory of statecraft—“let them hate us as long as they fear us”—is believed and applied. Reasoning with others is assumed to be pointless, as others are immoral cowards who understand only threat of force. Public diplomacy
is for sissies. This schoolyard bully attitude has led the administration into grave errors of both commission (the overuse of force and threat of force) and omission, including a failure to use the potent weapon of public diplomacy. The United States has powerful skills of persuasion when it chooses to use them, but the Bush team has failed to use them.

[The U.S.] schoolyard bully attitude has led the administration into grave errors of both commission (the overuse of force and threat of force) and omission, including a failure to use the potent weapon of public diplomacy.

Will the Islamic world engage in debate about historical truth? Will it agree that it must rest its claims on valid history? The Koran says it must: “Believers, if an evil-doer brings you a piece of news, inquire first into its truth, lest you should wrong others unwittingly and then regret your action.”32 The United States should embrace this teaching and propose that both sides fully live by it. This would require that both agree to enquire about and debate the truth of history.

The Arab-Israel conflict. To win the war of ideas, the United States must move credibly toward a solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. This conflict inflames Arabs and Muslims against the United States, which they blame for whatever Israel does in the conflict. As a result, the United States has a harder time finding allies against al Qaeda.33 Yet the Bush administration is not pursuing Israeli-Palestinian peace with conviction.

To move toward peace, Washington should frame its own final-status peace plan and use carrots and sticks to persuade both sides to agree. The U.S. final-status plan should posit a near-complete Israeli withdrawal in exchange for full and final peace, in line with the four major peace plans that have been widely discussed in recent years: the Clinton bridging proposals of December 2000, the Abdullah Plan of March 2002, the Geneva Accord of December 2003, and the Ayalon-Nusseibeh (or “People’s Voice”) initiative, also of December 2003.34 The United States should use the first phase of the 2003 Quartet roadmap as its work plan to start the parties toward its final-status agreement. It should frame a schedule for implementing this work plan and oversee compliance by both sides.

By framing and pushing for a final-status plan, the United States will put the opponents of peace on both sides on the defensive. Most important, it will
corner the radical Palestinian group Hamas by exposing its extremism as an obstacle to a just peace. Most Palestinians now want a two-state solution. Hamas, which won Palestinian parliamentary elections in January 2006, rejects a two-state solution and instead seeks Israel’s destruction. It has argued that its extremism does its followers no harm because the two-state solution that its extremism prevents was never in the cards. The United States can demolish this argument by making clear that it will lead matters to just such a peace if the two sides will cooperate. Hamas will then be forced to bend toward peace or lose support.

The United States should also use focused pressure on both sides to persuade them to align their policies with peace. For example, the United States should press the Palestinian leadership to accept that any peace settlement will recognize the Palestinian right of return by compensation for losses, not by physical return to Israel. Some Palestinians choke on the notion that Palestinians who were driven from Israel in 1948 cannot return there. But the necessities of peace-making require that the Palestinians accept this.

Israel’s government will also need strong American persuasion. Most Israeli leaders favor some further Israeli withdrawal from the Palestinian territories. But the Israeli settler movement and others on the Israeli far right will strongly oppose the near-total Israeli pullback that peace requires. Absent strong U.S. pressure, these expansionist elements may well persuade the Israeli government to keep enough occupied territory to preclude a peace settlement.

Accordingly, the United States should press the Israeli government to offer near-total withdrawal in exchange for peace. Carrots should include the prospect of large economic aid to cover the cost of adjusting Israeli defenses to new borders and the prospect of a formal alliance with the United States—perhaps even NATO membership—if Arab-Israeli peace is achieved. As a stick, the United States should explain that no U.S. government can remain allied to another government that pursues policies that harm U.S. national security. The United States should elaborate that the Israeli-Palestinian conflict harms U.S. national security; that an Israeli policy of retaining large chunks of the West Bank precludes an Arab-Israeli peace, and thereby harms U.S. national security; and that the United States therefore insists, as a firm condition for continuing the U.S.-Israel strategic relationship, that any policy of expansion be discarded. Israel must instead agree to make peace within the terms of the four peace plans mentioned above.

A U.S. policy of this kind would probably bring the Palestinians and Israelis to a settlement. The United States can bring to bear strong pressure, both carrots and sticks, if it chooses. Both the Israeli and Palestinian publics already favor moderate policies that align with peace, and they will not support leaders whose policies threaten rupture with the United States. Hence, leaders on both sides will find themselves impelled toward peace if the United States forcefully applies its carrots and sticks to get them there.

Instead, the Bush team now plans only coercion of Hamas plus some passive mediation unlinked to a strong U.S. policy. This will not be nearly enough to bring peace. A U.S. full-court press on both sides is needed.
Dampen other conflicts. Al Qaeda feeds on war. It exploits any war involving Muslims anywhere in the world by painting the Muslims as victims, whether or not they are, and publicizing their suffering. It exploits in this fashion current wars in Kashmir, Chechnya, and Iraq and past wars in Bosnia, Kosovo, and Somalia, as well as the Israeli-Palestinian war. It has also used the wars in Iraq, Kashmir, and Chechnya to train its operatives in the arts of violence. Accordingly, the United States should have a policy of dampening conflict and promoting peace in Kashmir and Chechnya, as well as in Israel-Palestine. As al Qaeda feeds on war, so the United States should be the great maker and builder of peace in the region.37

An Alternative Framework for Strategy

The Bush administration advanced its own framework for strategy in its 2006 National Military Strategic Plan for the War on Terrorism.38 In this scheme, the United States would define and then deny the inputs that terrorist organizations require to sustain themselves and their operations. Nine key inputs are identified: (1) leadership; (2) safe havens for training and planning; (3) funds and finance; (4) communications, needed to exert command and control over operatives and to inspire a broader political base; (5) movement, needed to gain access to targets, especially in the United States; (6) intelligence, needed to make strategy, plan operations, and plan countermeasures against attack; (7) weapons, including WMD; (8) personnel, supplied by the recruitment, training, and indoctrination of new operatives; and (9) ideological support, needed to recruit and motivate new operatives and to gain broader support from host societies.39

This scheme is an intelligent alternative to the four-front strategy that I outlined above. It is tied directly to the logic of terrorist organizational sustenance and so is especially useful for identifying tactics that will defeat terrorist networks.

However, the Bush policy against al Qaeda looks inadequate when measured against this scheme as well. The administration is moving firmly against only four vulnerabilities (numbers 1, 2, 4, and 5—al Qaeda leadership, al Qaeda safe havens, and al Qaeda ability to communicate and move). The strategy is good, but the execution is poor. It still appears by this accounting that the Bush administration is waging a one-dimensional war on terror.

Needed: Large Policy Innovation

Winning the war on terror will require large innovation in U.S. national security policy. The United States should put relatively less resources into traditional military functions—army, navy, air force—and far more resources into counterterror functions. These include intelligence, homeland security, diplomacy to lock
down loose nukes and bioweapons around the world, public diplomacy, diplomacy to end conflicts that breed terror—including the Israeli-Arab conflict and the conflicts in Kashmir and Chechnya—and nation building and saving failed states to deny terrorists the haven states they need to build their organizations. But the organizations that carry out these functions—U.S. intelligence agencies, local law enforcement, the Coast Guard, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, local public health agencies, the CTR, the State Department Office of Public Diplomacy and other State Department elements, the Agency for International Development, and so forth—are politically weak in Washington, so they lose out in Washington budget battles. And our government, like all governments, is reluctant to innovate, so the changes needed to defeat al Qaeda face strong natural resistance. Can the U.S. government innovate to the extent required?

Americans should want to hear the pulling and hauling of vast turf fights in Washington. This would tell them that innovation in security policy was under way—that resources and authority were being transferred from yesterday’s cold-war-oriented agencies to counterterrorism-oriented agencies.

Instead, the tenor of national security policy in Washington is largely business as usual. The agencies that would lead in a serious war on al Qaeda continue to take a far backseat to the military services. The 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review, which frames the plan for future U.S. military programs, is little changed from the cold war era. It still recommends spending vast sums on super-high-tech tactical fighters and killer submarines that now have no enemy to fight and little role against al Qaeda. The innovation that victory against al Qaeda requires is not under way.

After al Qaeda? More Trouble! Get Ready!

Two worrisome long-term trends will likely increase the risk of catastrophic terror in coming decades.

First, rising violent religious fundamentalism in Islam, Hinduism, Christianity, and Judaism creates an energy source for future terrorists. It raises the danger that more al Qaedas could be born. Millenarian fundamentalism is especially dangerous, as it supplies a moral justification for WMD terrorism. Millenarians believe that the end of the world is coming, and this is a good thing. Some would therefore help bring it about, perhaps by catastrophic terrorism. Such millenarianism has increased markedly among Muslims, Christians, Jews, Hindus, and Buddhists over the past several decades.

Second, WMD technology is spreading relentlessly. The 1991 Soviet collapse dispersed technical knowledge as Soviet nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons scientists scattered. And Soviet weapons and materials are at risk of theft or sale to terrorists, as I noted above. In the future, the advance and dispersion of WMD technology will take us further down this dangerous road, making WMD still more accessible. The price of making or acquiring WMD will fall until WMD become affordable by terrorists. And the Internet has a disastrous downside.
enables groups with only rudimentary research skills to learn what they need to assemble and use WMD or to launch other grand terror attacks.

The spread of bioweapons and the resulting risk of bioterror pose a particular danger. Bioweapons are far cheaper to make than nuclear weapons, so even non-state terrorist actors may someday be able to make them. Terrorists are far harder to deter than states, so terrorist possession of bioweapons (or other WMD) is far more worrying than state possession of bioweapons. Bioweapons can be used anonymously, which also complicates efforts to deter their use. And establishing an arms control regime to control bioweapons seems very difficult—far harder than a nuclear arms control regime—as bioweapons programs have no clear signature that distinguishes them from legitimate biomedical research programs.

In the future, the advance of bioscience will magnify this danger, as genetic engineering raises the danger that terrorists can design and make their own superlethal pathogens.42

Some, including myself, were lulled about the bioterror danger before 9/11 partly because the United States and most other major powers were uninterested in developing bioweapons. (The United States abandoned its offensive bioweapons program in 1969.) We inferred from this that bioweapons were not very useful and so would not be developed or used. But while bioweapons may not be useful to states, they are quite useful to terrorists who seek vast destruction instead of finite military objectives. The appearance of skilled terrorist groups that aspire to mass murder, like al Qaeda, means that a new class of potential bioweapons users has appeared. These weapons now have customers.

Many were also lulled by the world’s success in surviving the nuclear revolution. They assumed that nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons were all of a piece—all were “weapons of mass destruction”—and that measures that worked with one (arms control, deterrence) would work with all three. But as noted above, bioweapons are far harder to control by agreement than nuclear weapons, and their use is far harder to deter.43

What implications would follow from the democratization of the power to destroy? Human history shows that the arrangement of power shapes politics among states and groups. When the arrangement of power is benign, there is peace. When it is malignant, violence prevails. Toxic power arrangements bring out the beast in us. They create fears and temptations that erase the veneer of civilization. For example, before 1914, the governments of Europe believed that conquest was easy. This belief led them to think their countries were insecure and that aggressive policies could remedy this insecurity. Hence, they pursued highly aggressive policies toward one another. World War I soon exploded. That war stemmed in large part from perceptions of the arrangement of power.44

The democratization of the power to destroy will create a far more dangerous arrangement of power than the arrangements that led to the two world wars. It will pose conundrums to which students of security have no obvious remedies. The danger of WMD terror will greatly expand.

We must recognize, therefore, that we are in an enduring struggle against terror and adapt accordingly. Business as usual will not suffice. One-dimensional
policies will not suffice. A wholesale transformation of U.S. national security policy is required.
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